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Introduction

Marine debris has been recognized as an issue of concern for several decades. It includes any
persistent solid material, manufactured or processed, that directly or indirectly, intentionally
or unintentionally enters, or is disposed and abandoned, in the marine environment or Great
Lakes (NOAA, 2018a). According to the National Marine Debris Monitoring Program, as much
as 80% of marine debris found on U.S. beaches comes from land-based sources (Sheavly,
2007).
Balloon litter is one form of marine
debris. Mass quantities of heliumfilled balloons are purchased each
year by businesses, nonprofit
groups, schools, and individuals.
Problems occur when these
balloons are released into the sky
as part of celebrations, sporting
events, weddings, graduations,
political rallies, as well as memorials
and funerals. Balloons are also
purchased in smaller quantities by
individuals for special occasions,
decorations, and gifts. Frequently,
helium-filled balloons are handed
Example of marine debris found on a remote island in the Chesapeake
out at stores, restaurants and other
Bay. (Image by Christina Trapani)
venues. While the original intention
may have not been to release them, accidents often happen, and once released, these
balloons become litter.
Weather balloons are intentionally released to collect atmospheric data. Filled with helium or
hydrogen, weather balloons can expand from 6 to 20 feet across and reach elevations of 20
miles above the Earth’s surface (NOAA, 2018b). Weather balloons are known to drift more
than 125 miles from their point of release (NOAA, 2018b).
Helium-filled balloons often have plastic ribbons and other items attached such as plastic
valves, tie-off discs, and clips. Attachments are used to seal the air or helium into the balloon
as well as to connect ribbons and groups of balloons together. During the Virginia Balloon Litter
Monitoring study, 66% of all balloons recorded had ribbons or strings attached. Of the latex
balloons, 86% had ribbons or strings, and 59% of foil balloons had attached ribbons (Trapani,
O’Hara & Register, 2018).
While all marine debris has the potential to harm wildlife, balloons have been identified as
among the top five “deadliest” (Wilcox, Mallos, Leonard, Rodriguez & Hardesty, 2016).
Many species of marine wildlife, including the endangered Kemp’s ridley (Lepidochelys kempii)
and leatherback sea turtles (Dermochelys coriacea), have been reported to ingest balloons
(Mrosovsky et al., 2009). Burst and deflated balloons resemble prey such as squid, octopus,
and jellyfish (UnderwaterTimes.com 2009; Schuyler et al., 2012). Balloon attachments,
including plastic ribbons, also present a threat of entanglement and ingestion (Trapani et al.,
2018).
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Weather balloons, consisting of many parts and pieces, can also pose threats to wildlife. In
2009, the Virginia Aquarium Stranding Response Team recovered a dead Kemp’s ridley sea
turtle entangled in the strings of a weather balloon (Virginia Aquarium Stranding Response
Program, 2009).
In 2013, researchers Kathryn O’Hara and Christina Trapani began monitoring remote beaches
for balloon litter in order to better understand its accumulation, abundance, fate and distribution
in coastal environments of Virginia. From 2013-2017 they collected detailed information on
more than 11,000 balloon litter items. During the course of this study, they also designed a
protocol for conducting balloon monitoring on beaches. Virginia Coastal Zone Management
Program Grants to Clean Virginia Waterways began supporting this monitoring project in 2015.
The Virginia Coastal Zone Management Program also supported the development of this
protocol.
The protocol described in this document was developed over the course of extensive fieldwork,
literature review, involvement of experts, and field testing. The intended users of this protocol
are researchers, policy makers, citizen scientists and others engaged in understanding and
preventing balloon litter in the marine environment.

Researchers and co-authors Christina Trapani (left) and Kathryn O’Hara (right) record information on a littered foil
balloon on a remote beach in Virginia.
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Objectives of Balloon Litter Monitoring and Method Development

Standardized monitoring and assessment of marine debris has been recommended in order
to evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation policies and identify targets for prevention and
mitigation (NRC, 2008). The goal of this monitoring protocol is to establish a standard for
monitoring and assessing balloon litter in the coastal environment and establish baselines prior
to the implementation of mitigation measures. The protocols are intended to serve as a basis
for monitoring and assessment of balloon litter on a regional, national or international level. By
using beaches as an accessible platform, monitoring will help researchers better understand
the issue of balloon litter as a form of marine debris. Detailed documentation of balloon litter
may also help to identify possible sources besides mass balloon releases. For example, some
balloons imprinted with company names, logos and other markings could help to identify
specific entities and/or occasions where they were released.
Documenting specific characteristics associated with balloon litter can help answer research
questions about the accumulation, abundance, fate and distribution of balloon litter in coastal
environments:
● What is the abundance of balloon litter in the coastal environment and how does balloon
litter compare to other debris items?
● What is the prevalence of foil versus latex balloons in the coastal environment?
● How many littered balloons are found with attached plastic ribbons or other plastic
attachments?
● In what condition are balloons found when they reach the coastal environment (e.g.
deflated, burst, in pieces)?
● How do balloon litter items accumulate in the coastal environment (e.g. are they more
likely to be found in the dunes, wrack lines or elsewhere)?
Information obtained
from balloon monitoring
programs can also be
useful in identifying
target audiences for
community-based social
marketing campaigns and
other public education
efforts to prevent balloon
releases. Monitoring is
also important in the
development of additional
mitigation measures to
address this problem
such as laws and policies.
If conducted prior to
implementation of these
mitigation measures,
and continued thereafter,
monitoring can also
help to evaluate their
effectiveness in reducing
balloon litter.

A bunch of blue latex ballons found on a beach in Virginia with attached plastic
ribbons, discs and a large plastic clip.
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Safety

A priority during any balloon monitoring activity is safety. Because this work is carried out in
the field, there are inherent hazards associated with these techniques. The safety tips below
were adapted from the NOAA Marine Debris Monitoring and Assessment protocol (Lippiatt
et al., 2013), and are provided as general guidance, but it is imperative that project leads
understand all risks associated with field work and monitoring. Always use caution, and
conduct an operational risk assessment for the specific location and survey activity prior to
starting a monitoring program. Operational risk assessments, as outlined by Lippiatt (2013),
apply here, including resources (e.g., equipment, boats, communication, support, personal
protective equipment), environmental hazards or considerations (e.g., remoteness, surf zones),
personnel (experience, training, physical and mental fitness), weather, and mission complexity.
General guidance safety tips include:
● Follow the buddy system when conducting balloon monitoring surveys and other
field operations.
● File your monitoring itinerary with someone who will know where you are, when
you are there and when you expect to return. Be sure to inform this individual
upon your return.
● Carry a means of communication for emergencies, for example, a cell phone
or radio. If there is no reception, use a GPS emergency responder or personal
locator beacon.
● Always carry a first aid kit. The kit should include an emergency water supply,
sunscreen, and bug spray.
● Be aware of your surroundings and be mindful of trip and fall hazards.
● While on a vessel, always wear your life jacket and make sure it fits correctly.
● Large, heavy objects should be left in place. Do not attempt to lift heavy debris
objects as they may have additional water weight which could result in injury.
● Wear appropriate clothing. Be sure to wear gloves and close-toed shoes when
handling any debris as there may be sharp edges. Shoes should be comfortable
for walking long distances in the sand.
Weather and Tides
Whether surveying a remote beach that is only accessible by boat, or a beach that can be
easily accessible by vehicle, it is important to keep an eye on the weather forecast before you
go. Be prepared for any conditions including excessive heat or cold, high winds, heavy rains
and dangerous weather such as thunderstorms that can arise quickly. There are many phone
apps available that provide severe weather alerts based on your location such as The Weather
Channel and NOAA Weather Alerts. It is recommended that you have a rain date for surveys
and if the chances for foul/dangerous weather are great, plan to survey on a better weather
day.
Weather can affect not just the ability to get to a remote beach or island for a survey but can
also affect the results of a survey itself. Extreme tides and high winds can wash out or bury
much of the debris. Temperatures must also be taken into consideration as extreme heat or
cold can slow down researchers or prevent them from covering as much of the survey area as
expected. Physical endurance must be taken into consideration since monitors will collect and
carry every balloon that is accessible, work in all weather conditions, walk long distances and
encounter biting insects. Do not conduct field operations when tides could impede the survey
area or block an access route. Also be sure to carry enough water.

Balloon Litter Monitoring and Assessment for the Coastal Environment
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Encounters with Dead and/or Injured Wildlife
There is always a chance that you may encounter sick, injured or dead wildlife including
shorebirds, marine mammals and sea turtles. Never approach, touch or push a live or dead
animal from the beach into the water.
It is important that protocols for dealing with these situations are established prior to initiating
a monitoring program. Since Federal law prohibits the public from handling marine mammals
and sea turtles, only certain organizations and agencies have permission to respond to
these situations. If marine mammals or sea turtles are encountered dead and/or injured
during balloon monitoring activities, these events should be reported as soon as possible to
a stranding response organization or agency. Before you go to your site, be sure you have
the appropriate contact information for local animal control, wildlife rehabilitators and marine
mammal and sea turtle stranding response teams (https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/report). The
telephone number of the local stranding response organization or agency should be made
available to all individuals participating in monitoring activities. All encounters of wildlife with
balloon litter and/or other forms of marine debris should be recorded on the balloon survey
sheet, in addition to taking GPS coordinates and photographs.
Encounters with Live Ordinance/Dangerous Items
Check with site manager to find out if there are any known occurrences of live (military or
other) ordinance or other dangerous items in or near the survey site. The NOAA Marine Debris
Monitoring and Assessment protocol (Lippiatt et al., 2013) states:
“When in doubt, don’t pick it up! If unsure of an item, do not touch it. If the item is
potentially hazardous, report it to the appropriate authorities. If you are conducting
surveys in the United States and come across potentially hazardous material (e.g., oil or
chemical drums, gas cans, propane tanks), contact local authorities, a state emergency
response, an environmental health agency, or the National Response Center at (1-800424-8802) to report the item with as much information as possible.”

A turtle crawl located during a balloon litter survey on a remote island
in Virginia. The appropriate organization was immediately notified.
Images, coordinates and crawl measurements were taken with
permission from Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries.
Balloon Litter Monitoring and Assessment for the Coastal Environment
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Choosing a Monitoring Site

In order to effectively characterize the true nature of balloon-related litter and occurrence of
other types of marine debris, sites should be remote yet accessible and not regularly cleaned.
It is also important to communicate with site managers regarding site accessibility, beach
closures and wildlife considerations. Also ask site managers about any volunteer cleanup
events scheduled for the shoreline you plan to survey, and then select your monitoring dates to
be held prior to the volunteer cleanups.
Distance
The recommended survey distance for a balloon monitoring study is one mile of continuous
beach for each survey. Some surveys may require two trips in order to cover the desired
distance depending on weather, transportation and volume of balloons being found. Survey
team leader should use a program such as Google Earth to map out a one mile survey area
before a survey is conducted. Provide the team with beginning and ending coordinates that
can be easily found in the field using handheld GPS units.
Conducting a Pre-Survey Site Characterization
Before beginning the balloon monitoring program, the study site should be clearly defined so
that repetitive surveys are conducted at the same exact site. Initially, Google Earth can be
used to define the linear mile that you plan to monitor, noting beginning and ending coordinates
that can be found in the field. At the monitoring site, find and mark these coordinates with
the handheld GPS unit. If possible (and with permission from the site manager), mark the
beginning and end of the site using a wooden stake placed as high on the beach as possible.
Measure the width of the beach at the beginning, middle (½ mile mark) and end, from the low
tide line to the dune/back barrier. See Appendix A for a Site Characterization Form that should
be completed prior to or during each monitoring session.
Recommended Survey Frequency
It is recommended that each site be monitored seasonally (four times a year). If this is not
possible, surveys should be conducted at least twice a year, and at the same time of year. For
example, spring and fall. Work with local beach authorities to learn about restrictions including
seasonal beach closures due to shore bird nesting.
Monitoring dates and times may be restricted by the availability of transportation and
favorable tidal and weather conditions. For example, islands accessible only by boat may
only be accessed during certain tides and wind directions. Therefore, weather, tides and boat
availability can often shift the timing of surveys and on occasion surveys may have to be
conducted opportunistically, even if out of the favored window.

Balloon Litter Monitoring and Assessment for the Coastal Environment
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Recommended Equipment

The following items are needed for conducting a balloon monitoring survey. All supplies should
be assembled in a backpack or similar type of bag that is easy to carry in the field.
❏ Digital Camera
A small “point and shoot” water/weatherproof
camera, such as the one pictured on the right, is
recommended. Find a camera that is likely to survive
rain and sand. A small fabric carry bag will help
protect the camera when not in use.
A point and shoot camera.

❏ Handheld GPS Unit
A small handheld GPS unit, such as the unit pictured on the left, will save
your waypoints and tracks. The GPS unit should be water/weatherproof and
easily downloadable into a spreadsheet for digital data entry. Easy GPS is a
free program for downloading coordinates.

A handheld GPS
unit.

❏ Extra Batteries for Camera and GPS Units
Purchase an extra battery for your camera (or having a backup camera), if
possible. Most handheld GPS units use AA batteries so it is a good idea to
invest in rechargeable batteries and bring an extra set in the field.

❏ Measuring Wheel or Tape (300 ft.)
The width of the beach will need to be
measured in three places (start, middle and
end). While a measuring wheel (left photo)
might be the easier method for measuring
the beach, a measuring tape (right photo)
will be easier to carry in a backpack.
A measuring wheel.

A 300ft measuring tape.

❏ First Aid Kit
Image from Lowes.com.
A first aid kit should have at least the minimal supplies of band
aids, antibacterial ointment and anti-itch cream. Check with volunteers for any known
allergies or other medical issues to be prepared for.
❏ Extra Drinking Water
If possible, fill an extra reusable bottle with water “just in case.”
❏ Bug Spray and Sunscreen
Volunteers should be responsible for bringing their own bug spray and sunscreen but it
is a good idea to have extra “just in case.” Ocean-friendly sunscreen is recommended if
possible.
❏ Work Gloves
Reusable work gloves can be purchased relatively inexpensively at local home
improvement or garden supply stores. Many volunteers may already own a pair that
they can bring with them.
Balloon Litter Monitoring and Assessment for the Coastal Environment
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❏ Survey Sheets
Bring plenty of survey sheets, especially for the first survey until you get an idea of how
many balloons may need to be recorded. Survey sheets should be double-sided and
printed on either weatherproof paper (depending on the forecast) or cardstock.
❏ Pens and Pencils
One can never bring too many pens or pencils for these surveys taking into account the
fact that they can be misplaced in the field. Be sure to bring extra pens and pencils for
volunteers. Pencils work best in rain or light showers.
❏ Clipboards
Basic clipboards will suffice. Be sure to have enough for each data recorder. Rubber
bands will help hold down survey and data cards in the event of a windy day.
❏ Scissors or Pocket Knife
A small pair of scissors or pocket knife will help to cut plastic
ribbons and other balloon attachments that may be entangled
in branches or other items of beach debris.
❏ Balloon Litter Collection Bags
Expandable cotton string bags have proven useful and
convenient for balloon collections and allow loose sand to fall
out while monitoring, thereby lightening the load. An example is
pictured on the left.
EcoBags String Bags™ used for
balloon litter collection.

❏ Trash bags
Grain bags (pictured on right) or bulk coffee bags sourced from local
breweries and coffee roasters are good options for reusable trash
collecting bags. If final disposal of collected litter requires single-use
plastic trash bags, separate recyclables and non-recyclables at the
end of the survey and fill the plastic bags as much as possible to
minimize number of bags used.

A used grain bag
sourced from a local
brewery to use as a
reusable trash bag.

Balloon Litter Monitoring and Assessment for the Coastal Environment
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Conducting a Balloon Survey

On the day of a survey, the first tasks will be to locate the survey site and record the date,
location and names of all surveyors on the survey sheet (Appendix B). Also, complete the Site
Characterization Form (Appendix A) if it was not done prior to the survey date.
The actual survey procedure is to walk the marked mile looking for balloons, plastic ribbons
and other balloon-related litter. The number of individuals required for a survey will depend
on the width of the beach and the amount of balloons and other types of marine debris. Be
prepared to walk in a zig-zag pattern, from the dune-line to the water’s edge, in order to survey
the entire beach. All balloon litter items that are safely reachable should be removed from
the survey site once they have been recorded. Balloons found above the dune line should be
collected as long as this activity does not cause damage to the dunes or vegetation.
Make arrangements with the site manager for proper disposal. Balloons can also be saved and
used for educational purposes. Building a Trash Talking Turtle is a wonderful way to spread
awareness about the issue of marine debris and balloon litter (https://trashtalkingturtles.files.
wordpress.com/2012/06/trash-talking-turtles-first-edition.pdf).
For every balloon debris item encountered, the following three variables are recorded:
photographic images (in situ and full image), location data (GPS), and descriptive data.
Specific explanations for each of these variables follows.
Taking Photographic Images
All balloons and balloon-related litter should be photographed in a two-step manner. Before
disturbing the balloon litter, a photograph of the item should be taken in-situ. Then remove the
balloon litter and photograph the item in its entirety. In many cases, the debris needs to be
pulled from under the sand. It is helpful to spread the balloons (or ribbons) out and photograph
them in this way to be sure
to capture any significant
details. If there is writing
or a business/organization
name on the balloon,
be sure to get close-up
photographs of that detail.
You may choose to include
a scale and/or information
board in each photo. If
you choose to use an
Images of a bunch of latex balloons with attached plastic ribbon found on a
information board, be
beach in Virginia Beach. From left to right: in situ, unburied and spread out,
detail of business name.
sure to include location,
date and waypoint in each
photo.

Balloon Litter Monitoring and Assessment for the Coastal Environment
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Using the Balloon Litter Survey Sheet
The balloon survey sheet should be used to record location data as well as description
data information for each balloon finding. Categories of descriptive data include type of the
balloon(s), balloon color and shape, ribbons and other attachments, balloon condition, location
on the beach, and any other characteristics including imprinted messaging and handwritten
messages. This information should be recorded by circling the choice that most accurately
describes the balloon and recording other details where appropriate such as numbers, colors,
shapes, etc. Detailed information on how to record this information on the survey sheet follows.
See Appendix C for an example of a completed survey sheet.
Date
GPS
Mark

Latex/Foil/
Ribbon
Only

Location
Balloon
Color/Shape

Ribbon/
Attach

Recorder
Condition

(Burst, Deflated,
Nub, Piece)

Volunteers__________________
Location on
Beach

L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

D

N

P

L

M

H

The header from the balloon survey data card.
L F RO

B

Other Notes

Recording
Data (GPS Coordinates)
L FLocation
RO
B D N P L M H
Location data will be the first item recorded on the survey sheet for each balloon finding. GPS
L F RO
D N P L M H
coordinates
should be recorded using aBhandheld
GPS unit. GPS “Marks” (and not the actual
coordinates)
L F can
RO be recorded on the form
B during
D N PtheL survey,
M H which can later be matched
with the coordinates once the GPS data have been downloaded. Both mark number and
L F RO
B D N P L M H
coordinates
will be entered into the database.
L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

If more than one balloon is found in a location, record a mark for each record. However, if
L F RO
B D N P L M H
several balloons appear to be tied together in a bunch, this should be recorded as one mark.
Recording Balloon Type
L F RO
B D N P L M H
For purposes of this study, balloon findings have been categorized into four main types: latex,
F RO and weather balloons. B D N P L M H
foil, ribbonL only
For each balloon finding, circle the L for latex, F for foil or RO for ribbon only. Add the number
L in
F RO
B balloon
D N P is in
L the
M group.
H
of balloons
the record if more than one
The number of balloons in a
group canL be
written
in
the
space
above
“L
F
RO.”
F RO
B D N P L M H
F RO
B Das Nif they
P Lhad
M been
H
If multiple Lballoons
are found tied together
released in a bunch, they should
be recorded
as one occurrence. For each
bunch, the number of balloons and ribbons should
L F RO
B D N P L M H
be counted and recorded. However, while working in the field it may be difficult at times to get
L F RO
B bunches.
D N P Therefore,
L M H
exact balloon
and ribbon counts for these
in these cases, conservative
estimates Lshould
be
recorded
while
in
the
field
noting
that
actual
counts should be acquired at
F RO
B D N P L M H
a later time.
L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

All weather
and sky lanterns, both
L Fballoons
RO
B D intact
N P asLwell
M as
H pieces and parts, should be
recorded under the field of “Notes” on the survey form.
L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H

L F RO

B

D

N

P

L

M

H
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P

L

M

H

L F RO

B

D

N
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Types of balloons
L--Latex Balloons
Latex balloons are made with the sap from a rubber tree.
During the manufacturing process, many chemicals are added
to raw rubber including pigments, oils, curing agents and
accelerators (Balloon Headquarters, 2017). While natural latex
balloons are considered biodegradable by some (The Balloon
Council, 2018), it has been argued that latex balloons may take
several months to several years to biodegrade (Balloons Blow,
2018; Foley, 1990).
Caption: A deflated silver latex balloon on the beach.

F--Foil Balloons
Foil balloons are often incorrectly referred to as Mylar balloons
(“Mylar” is actually a brand name for a special type of polyester
film). Foil or metallic balloons are made of plastic (nylon)
sheets coated with polyethylene and metallic materials that are
sealed together with heat (The Pop Shop, 2017).
Caption: A deflated blue foil star balloon on the beach.

Weather Balloons
Weather balloons are used to collect atmospheric data.
These large balloons are made of latex and are attached
to an instrument box called a radiosonde. Eventually, these
balloons burst and fall back to Earth. Weather balloon
findings will include the latex balloon, string (usually cotton),
the radiosonde box, parachutes and occasionally return
envelopes.All weather balloons, pieces and parts should be
recorded under the field of “Notes” on the survey form.
Caption: Burst weather balloon, string, radiosonde, tag and other weather
balloon parts on the beach.

RO--Ribbon Only
It is also common to find plastic ribbons that have become
separated from balloons. Most of the ribbons likely to be found
will be the plastic “curling” ribbon but occasionally cotton string
may be recorded. Be sure to check closely for latex nubs
before recording as “ribbon only.” When possible, if there is
more than one ribbon in the bunch, make a note of how many
ribbons are included in the space under “Ribbons/Attachment.”
Caption: A bunch of multi-colored ribbons on the beach. Image by Kathryn
O’Hara

Balloon Litter Monitoring and Assessment for the Coastal Environment
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Recording Color and Shape
Use the space for Color/Shape to record latex and/or foil balloon color as well as foil balloon
shape. For example, “blue star” or “2 red, 3 black.” Foil balloons come in many shapes and
sizes. Write a short description on the survey form and be sure to photograph the shape in its
entirety.
Recording Ribbons and Other Attachments
Use the space for Ribbon/Attachment to record the number of plastic ribbons (if more than
one), the specific ribbon color(s), and any other items attached to balloons or ribbons.
Attachments can include plastic discs, plastic valves, and plastic clips that have been attached
by retailers in order to tie balloons and/or attach ribbons. Attachments may be found either on
a balloon, ribbons or on their own on the beach.

Types of balloon attachments from left to right: clip, cup, discs, valves and note/message.
Record both color, number and type of all ribbons and attachments. For example, “3 white”
or “1 purple with clip.” Since it may be difficult in the field to determine the number of ribbons
and/or other attachments for a large bunch of balloons, record a conservative estimate. These
estimates can be verified later by retaining these balloon items and doing an actual count. If
the balloon has a cotton string attached rather than a plastic ribbon this should be noted as
well.
Often plastic ribbons will be found with clear plastic tape attached to one end. This is most
likely the tape that was used to attach a plastic ribbon to a foil balloon. Record this item as
ribbon-only and list “tape” as an attachment.
Additional types of balloon attachments have been found to vary widely ranging from
personalized decorations to hand-written notes. Notes are of particular interest and may be
messages to Heaven, information about school projects, or other indications of intentional
releases of balloons. In some cases, these notes may even provide clues about their point of
release by requesting feedback about where the balloon was found or even public relations
attempts from businesses. Be sure to photograph any note, capturing the written message in
as much detail as possible on the survey sheet.
Recording Balloon Condition
Balloon “condition” describes the state of deterioration of a balloon. In some cases, balloons
may be found completely or partially inflated, some may be merely pieces or fragments, and
others will be found in a condition somewhere in between. For balloon monitoring studies,
use the following categories to describe four major conditions of balloons found in the marine
Balloon Litter Monitoring and Assessment for the Coastal Environment
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environment: B-Burst, D-Deflated, N-Nub, and P-Piece. See Appendix B for images of these
conditions for both latex and foil balloons. For balloons found in bunches, there may be more
than one condition type. In that case, circle all that apply and place the number of each above
the appropriate letter. In some cases, especially as balloons begin to break up, it may be
difficult to determine condition. In these cases, write “unknown” if needed.
Recording Location on Beach
The location of all balloon debris should be recorded according to the following beach profiles:
“L-low” (swash zone from water to beach face), “M-mid” (beach face to high tide line) and
“H-high” (high tide line to dune vegetation).

When recording balloon litter on the Balloon Litter Survey Sheet, note if the litter was found
high on the beach (between the high tide line and the dune vegetation), in the middle of the
beach (between the high tide line and the beach face), or low on the beach (in the swash zone).
Illustration by C. Trapani.

Recording Other Notes
Use this space to provide details about any other balloon(s) litter item in this record, i.e. event,
business or organization name, unusual size, item number of balloon (found on the base of foil
balloons) or anything else of interest.
The space for notes should also be used to note all weather balloon findings. Be sure to
include specific information on the weather balloon parts and pieces that were found (i.e.
“foamed plastic box and parachute. Number on box is 77889”).
All encounters of wildlife with balloon litter and/or other forms of marine debris should be
recorded in this section, in addition to taking GPS coordinates and photographs.
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Counting Other Debris on the Marine Debris Data Card

It is important to determine the relative abundance of balloon litter as compared to other types
of marine debris found in the study area. This can be done using the Marine Debris Data
Card (Appendix D). This data card is comparable to The Ocean Conservancy’s Ocean Trash
Data Form of 2018 that is used during International Coastal Cleanup events. For this task,
a separate team of individuals (who are not conducting the survey for balloon litter) should
also walk the study site on the same day as a balloon survey. These individuals should count
and record all other types of marine debris. Use hash marks to count each item. If there is
a particular marine debris item that is being found in high amounts, hash marks may count
for 10’s, 20’s or 100’s as long as all surveyors are counting in the same increments and this
increment is noted on the data card. A sample of a completed marine debris data card can be
found in Appendix E.
All marine debris items that are safely reachable should be removed from the survey site once
they have been recorded. Arrangements should be made with the site manager for proper
disposal. Recyclable items should be kept separate and recycled when possible.

Entering Balloon Monitoring Surveys into a Database

Since standardization of data entry will facilitate comparisons between study sites, all survey
results should be entered into the Balloon Litter Monitoring Data Excel spreadsheet (See
sample, Appendix F). Download the Excel document from https://tinyurl.com/ybdrqh2j
For regional monitoring projects, select one of the partners to be responsible for collecting all
Excel documents and merging the data for analysis.

Sharing Photos from Surveys

To share images from your monitoring with others using this protocol, go to the Flicker group
called “Balloon Monitoring Project” (https://www.flickr.com/groups/balloonmonitoringproject/).
This is a group in which only those participating in the project can join, yet the images can be
viewed by the public. To be part of this group, create your own Flicker account and send your
account name to cleanvirginiawaterways@gmail.com for an invite to join this group. Use the
following categories and tags for your balloon photos:
Balloons with organization or business names (tag: balloonswithnames)
Balloons with messages (tag: balloonswithmessages)
Balloons with characters (tag: balloonswithcharacters)
Unusual balloons (tag: unusualballoons)
Weather balloons (tag: weatherballoons)
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Further Considerations

As previously stated, the protocol outlined in this document for a balloon monitoring program
evolved over several years of field work combined with extensive literature review and
consultation with experts. Depending on the objectives of those using this protocol, additional
data collection needs may be identified and are encouraged such as interactions of ghost
crabs, birds and other wildlife with balloon litter; the occurrence of biofouling on balloon litter;
and the impacts of balloon-related litter on coastal vegetation. This information can be included
in the notes section of the balloon survey or on a separate form. In most cases, additional data
collection efforts would require the participation of additional individuals on the day of a balloon
survey.
It would be interesting to track the sources of weather balloons found during a survey by
using the unique serial numbers found on the radiosonde boxes. Also, balloons with notes,
or company names and logos, could also be tracked back to their point of release. This work
could be done at a later date utilizing the balloon litter collected from a survey.
Additional efforts to characterize and quantify the impacts of balloon litter on the marine
environment will not only help to increase our understanding of the extent of this problem, but
support efforts toward mitigation and prevention.

A bunch of multi-colored latex balloons with attached cotton strings found on the beach.
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Appendices
Appendix A Site Characterization Form
Appendix B Balloon Litter Survey Sheet with examples of balloon conditions
Appendix C Example of a completed survey sheet
Appendix D Marine Debris Data Card
Appendix E Example of a completed data card
Appendix F Sample spreadsheet
Actual spreadsheet with instructions can be downloaded at https://tinyurl.com/ybdrqh2j
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Balloon-Litter Surveys
Site Characterization Sheet
Complete this form at least
once a year before/during
survey.

Name of organization responsible
for collecting the data
Name of person responsible for
filling in this sheet should be first
name listed

Organization

Surveyor names
Phone number
Date

SAMPLING AREA

Shoreline name
State/County

Coordinates at start
of shoreline section

D
LT

Coordinates at middle D
of shoreline section LT
Coordinates at end
of shoreline section
Photo number/ID

D
LT

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

Aspect

Nearest town, include
distance and direction

Recorded as XXX.XXXX (decimal
degrees) at start of shoreline section

D=Dune or back barrier
LT = Low tide line or water's edge

Recorded as XXX.XXXX (decimal
degrees) at mid shoreline section

Recorded as XXX.XXXX (decimal
degrees) at end of shoreline section
Length measured along the
midpoint of the shoreline (in
miles)
For example, a sandy or gravel
beach

Substrate uniformity

Access

Name or ID by which this section of
shoreline is known (e.g., beach
name, park)
State and county where your site is
located

SHORELINE CHARACTERISTICS

Substratum type

Location & major usage

Date of this characterization

The digital identification number(s)
of photos taken of shoreline section

Length of sample area

Back of shoreline

Phone contact for lead surveyor

Urban
Suburban
Rural

Percent coverage of the primary
substrate type (%)
Direction you are facing when you
look out at the water (e.g., east
Describe landward limit (e.g.,
vegetation, cliff, dunes, parking lot

Select one and indicate major
usage (e.g., recreation, boat
access, remote)
Vehicular (you can drive to your
site), pedestrian (must walk),
isolated (need a boat or plane)

Name of nearest town, distance (in
miles) and direction from site

Adapted from NOAA Marine Debris Monitoring and Assessment (Lippiatt, 2013).
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Date
GPS
Mark

Latex/Foil/
Ribbon
Only

Location
Balloon
Color/Shape

Ribbon/
Attach

Recorder
Condition

(Burst, Deflated,
Nub, Piece)

Volunteers__________________
Location on
Beach
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Other Notes
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Date:

Location:

6-pack holders

Recorder:

Volunteers:

food containers (hard plastic)

bags (paper)
bags (plastic grocery)

glass pieces

bags (plastic other)

k-cups

bottles beverage glass

lids (plastic)
lightbulbs

bottles beverage plastic

medical waste (syringes, etc.)
metal fragments

bottles other (oil, lube, bleach, etc.)

packaging (other plastic/foam)

bottle caps metal
bottle caps plastic

personal products (condoms, diapers, tampons,etc. )

buoys, floats

plastic pieces (hard)

cans beverage (metal)
cans other (metal)
cigar tips
cigarette butts

plastic pieces (film)

cigarette lighters
clothing/shoes
construction materials

rope pieces
shotgun shell

cups & plates foam

shotgun wad

cups & plates paper

strapping bands

cups & plates plastic

straws/stirrers

fireworks

take out containers

fishing line

tennis ball

fishing lures, light sticks

tires

fishing net & pieces

tobacco packaging

fishing pots & traps

toys

foam pieces

utensils (forks, knives, spoons)
record other interesting finds below

food wrappers
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